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STRAIN HARDENING OF IEAVILY COLD-W~RKED METALS

S. S. Hecker and H. 5. Stout

Haterials Science =~d Technology Division

Los Alumos National Laboratory

Lo% Almos, N. H. 87545

INTRODUCTION

The stra:lnhardening behavior of ❑aterials is ve~ important in structural

response, metal working processes, and impact penetration problems. A precise

description af strain hardening is particularly important in problems in-

volving plastic instability. Large strains present some specific complications

in testing and analysis. The large geometric chsnges and a variety of in-

stabilities plal~ueexperiments. Hence, strain hardening descriptions ●t large

strains are t~ical.ly inferred ,from uniaxial tensile tests, Wiaichare re-

stricted to modest strains (cO.5) by plastic instability. Such dat,~are not

only inadequate, but OftZiA misleading. The analyuis of large strain problems

are complicated by h;ving to account correctly for material rotations. For

large qtrain probi’.emsinvolv~,ngisotropic materia?. behavior ths use of the

Jaumann stress rate tensor is ~dequate.1 However,
2-5

a number of investigators

have pointed out the shortcomings of this stress measure if usel!with

anisotropic hardeni~g criteria such as kinema::.chardt~ning.

In this pal~erwr revjew large struin ●xperiments fr~m ● vmriety of

●xperimental techniques nntiattempt to establish proper conutitutive descrip-

tiol?s. We are particularly interested in the role of deformation geometry

(or str,~ssstate) nn hardening rcsponne. We will also attempt to sort out

the e~tccts of textllre,microstructu~.~,and substructure. These effects

are un{ierstoodfairly well at small strajns. Texture evolution +!.ayaa

minor role at ●troins <0.3 ●nd the varjatlon of flow otrea~ with material

pnrnmeters RULh ms crystal ~r.ructurc,grain size, and stacking fault energ;:

is well docllmented. At large strnin~ no sa~fsf~ctory rnicroatructurnlex-

planation of hmrdenhlK CXISCS. On ti,ebusis OE urldlsturbeddlstocation inter-

actions,
6,7

nnc expects stcndy state hehnvior nud n %nturation flt)wtitressm

I[nwcvnr,deforamtiou inhumogewl Lies such 110duformatian banda nnd nb?mt

bnndu p~rturb the b-havinr. IllmddLLllMl,the roles of texture development



and twinning are important and not well understood. Consequently, hardening

rather than saturation appears to be ❑ore conmon at large strains.

Finally, we will cite several practical consequences of la~ge strain

behavior. ?hese are related to problems of plastic instability and shett

❑etal formicg.

EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUES

The experimental difficultit!sassociated with large strzin testing are

principally large geometry chf.ngesand a variety of instabilities which

terminate ●xperiments prematurely. These were reviewed previously.8 A

sunnnaryof techniques currently used is presented in Table I. Tordion of

very ~hort, thin-walled tubes is the only technique that permits a continuous

determination of strain hardening to very large strains on reasonably

homogeneously deformed specimens. All other tests require remachining or

prestraining followed by a simple test. The limitation of having few decisive

test techniques for determining large strain behatior is in la~ge part re-

sponsible for the current lack of understanding in this mrea.

We will cite date generated by a large number of techniques. In our

own work we have used principally the techniques of torsion on thin-walled

tubes, compression with intermittent remachining, and sheeL rolling toliow~d

by uniaxial tensio:~.

MACROSCOPIC HARDENING

A number of phenomenologicnl models used to describe hardening ●re

sunmnarizcdin Table II. The first three predict continued hardening, whereau

the Vote type predict saturation at a Etress Cm. Kocks‘ mechanistic model also

6
prmlicts snturat~on. In fact, ● plot of 6 vs. u presents tiRood graphical

picture of the saturation stress. Koc}:s‘ ❑odel is based on dialocatlon inter-

actions and predlcte an earl} steady state saturation tahnvior. Figures 1 ●nd

2 demonstrate -he hmrdening behavior of L1OO alumiriumdeformed under several

different moden, As shown in Fig. 2 ha~.deningcIoesnot saturate hut persists to

high xtrenneo at low ratefi(0). Apparently tiomeprucesa intervenes at large

rntrainn(high stressen) and preventm n steady state balance. As mentioned

above the rea~ons ~uuld be Seometric (deformation mode and texture davalopment)

2



or micrnsbruct~.-al(different deformation tiechanismssuch as twinning,

deformation or SL banding). A clear answer does not exist at present

because no systems : studies have been conducted combining measurement

of hardening, textu~ evolution and substructural evolution with analytical

predictions.

DEFORMATION MODE

Torsion vs Axisymmetric Deformation Experiments

Stre3s-strain cutves from torsion tests are compared to those obtained

from ax~syrmetric tests (tension, compression, and wire drawing + tension)

in Figs 3 to 6 for a variety of ❑etals and alloys. These represent three

fcc materials with widely different stacking fadt ●nergies and one bcc

material.

Unfortunately, in most cases torsion and axisymnetric tests were not

conducted on the same material (composition, texture, grain size, etc.).

Nevertheless, the results indicate that on the basis of a von Hises effective

stress-strain criterion the flow curve is lower for torsion and that saturation

occurs at lower stress levels in torsioil. The differences in flow stress levels

between torsion and axisymnetric deformation are quite similar for the fcc

materials. The effect is most dramatic for bcc iron. In most of the compari-

sons torsion was conducted on solid bars and some uncertainty in stress levels

exist. However, the trends are quite cleor.

Comparison of Other Deformation Modes

A caretul and systematic study of the effect of stress state on hardening

20
was conducted by the authors. Thin-wnllcd tubes of 70-30 brass were lotIdcd11)

combined axial loading:intern~l pressure or torsion. The results were

limited to modernte strmin levels becnuse of plastic i,rmtability. Stre:;x-

strnin curves for a number of different stress stnte~ ar~ shown in Fig, ).

The pliin~ strain strestistates (oxiul, Cz = O; hoop, Co ❑ (),~ndtorsion) all

●xhibit simil:lrburdening, IFS:{than thnt in uni’~xirltension. The flow curve

in hoop Lension i~ tlw lowest. We believe this is J result of initial preferrrll

orientation The hndeniuR rntc t_ol-bnlilncedbinxial tension is slightly lower

.1



than uniaxial tension. However, continuation of the flow cu~e to larger strains

is necessary for a definitive answer. The lower hardening rate in plane strain

21
agrees with ●arlier experiments of a more indirect nature by Ghosh and

Wagoner.
22

Unfortunately, little large strain data ●xists. The available

literature data shown in Fig. 8 in conjunction with our data presented in

Fig. 5 demonstrate that hardening for plane-strain deformation is less than

for axisymetric deformation.

Razavi and Langford
27

compared axis~etric wire drawing deformation

to plane strain (strip drawing). Their results shown in Fig. 9 are similar

to the brass results. At large strains the flow curve for strip drawing

levels off whereas that for wire drawing continues co increase. The flow

17
curve for t~rsion from Young and Sherby is similar to that for strip drawing,

albeit at lower stress levels. Similar results have baen oLtained on low-

carbon steel. Figure 10 compares wire drawing + tension and torsion on

1007 steel. The results of Ford28 on plane strain compcessioc for 1008 steel

are superimposed, A~ain, torsion ;~ndplane strain hardening

whereas axisynam.ric hardening continues at large strains.

Chan8es in Deformation Mode

levels off

Host of the indirect large strain tests fall into this cnte~rry. During

prestraining large strains are applied in a deformation mode reSIStdn~Lto

plastic instability, The prestrain operation is theu followed by a simple

stress state test (typically unlaxial tension) to determine the flow curve.

A composite stress-strain curve far 1100 nluminum determined by rolling +

tension is shown in Fig. 11. The resulting stress-strain curve can be

represented as an effective flow curve by converting the rolling prestrain

to a von tliseseffective strain. The validity of such a curve depends,

ot’course, on the independence of hardening from deformation mode, which

has beer~demonstrated not to be Lhr ctiae. Hence, flow curves such as the

one in Fig. 11 must be recognized as b;ing complicated composites of two

defurmatim modes.

[n some cuaes the ptestrain and final deformation are cnrried out in

sinlil.arstress stutefl. For innt.ante,in wire drawing + tenstin both stc~ss

rorjzgstnter are axisynmetric. . compared the flow curves of Lou-carbon steel

fb



determined by plane strain compression to rolling + plane strain com-

pression (Fig. 12). Here the stress states are very similar. Yet the rolling

+ plane strain compression curve is different. Ford explained this difference

on the basis of redundant work, explaining that the curvature of the rolls

causes some redundant shearing (not contributing to thickness reduction)

and extra hardening. Figure 13 shows a most dramatic ●ffect of changing

deformation mode. Sundberg et al.
29

found that rolling + tension in brass pro-

duced a rapidly rising flow cu=e, whereas rolling + plane strain compression

showed inmediate saturation. Unfortunately, he attached no scale to his plot;

but the results are still most interesting. He noted that the plane strain

compression tests ●xhibited inmediate shear band formation.

Our ●xperimental results for 70-30 brass comparing axisymetric de-

formation and torsiou are shown in Fig. 5. We also conducted & series of

experiments prestraining in torsion followed by uniaxial tension. All

specimens were thin-walled tubes. Test sections were 25.4 nsnlong, 12.14 inn

in diameter with a 0.589 m WS1l thickness. Specimens were carefully machined,

amealed and ●lectropolished before twisting. After twisting, they were

unloaded, re-electropolished and strain gaged for tension testing. The re-

sulting tensile curves are shown in Fig. 14 superimposed upon the previous

torsion and compression c’lmes. The two curves at smaller prestrams showed

little uniform elongation, most of the deformtitionoccurred @ a localized

neck. Hence, these flow curves are very questionable. The two curves for

large prestrains definitely show that significant plastic flow in tfnsion

following a torsional prestrain takes much higher stresses Lllanfor torsion.

In fact, the flow curves are veg cl.os-ZO that observed for cmpresuion :It

the ~ame von Hises strain level.

For 1100 aluminum we fnlln:cd torsion with unaxial compression. Torsiot!al

prestrain was conducted on a solid round bar. The bar was then drilled out

and bored to provide a thin-walled tllbe,5.1 IMIlong, 4.8 m! in diameter with

a 0.78 nmIwall thickness, The thin-walled tube was then tested in compression.

The resulting stresa””straincurve for a von Hi.sesprestrlin of 3.9 is shown in

Fig. 15. Again, the [1OW curve for axisynsnetricflow (this time in compression)

was much higher than that for torsion. The specimen buckled nt a stress very

close to that observed for straight compresaiou at the same ‘/onfliscsstrain

level.

5



Another most interesting ●xperiment,with changing deformation mode was

15
conducted by Armstrong, Hockett and 9herby. They compared monotonic,

uniaxial compression (with interruptions for remachining) to sequential,

multidirectional compression of 1100 aluminum. The multidirectional com-

pression was conducted on a cube by compressing sequentially (by identical

strain incremer.taof 7.5 per cent) across the x y, and z faces of the cube.

The flow stress was meaaured and plotted au a function of cumulative plastic

s?.rain. This composite flow curve is compared to the monotonic curve in

Fig. 16. Initial hardenind behavior is identical, hut the multidirectional

curve soon deviates and saturates at low stress levels. This behavior is

similar to saturation ob~erved ia tensioa-compression fatigue where there ia “

30
complete stress reversdl. Figure 16 alao shows that when the loading is

changed from monotonic to multidirectional or vice versa, the flow curves

tend toward~ the current ~~de of loading. The transition from one type of

hardening to the other ia very gzadual.

The ~esults shown in this section demonstrate that significant changes

in hardening occur with changes in deformation mode. This has important

consequences in many practical applications. Some of the microstructural

causes of the hardening effects will be discussed below.

CRYSTALLOGRAPHIC ANALYSIS AND TEXTURE EFFECTS

Analysis and Predictioris

The most obvious effect of defarmat.iongeometry on hardening is the

development of crystallographic texture. Because of the crystallographic

nktu~e of slip aud the general validity of Schmid’s law, orieexpects that

at large defonuationo differences in hardening may :I:isefrem purely geometric

considerations; that is, the mean inclination of the active slip planes ●nd

directions will change differently for different deformation modes. The

quantitative prediction of this geometric ●ffect has been the goal of many

31 32
theoretical studies dating back to Sachs in 1924 ●nd Taylor la 1938.

Several excellent recent reviews have been written on this topic.
26,33,34

Jonas et al.
35

have recently examined the crystall.~grcphiccoclaiderations

necessary for comparing hardening for different deformation modes. They

correctly point o~~tthat ●ven at small,straino (before significant Lext.ure

6



development) crystallographic predictions of yield and flow differ from the

❑acroscopic von Mises condition: For a randomly oriented fcc polycrystal one

can relate the macroscopic stress (u) to the critically resolved shear stress

for slip (tc) and the macroscopic strain (E) to the accumulated shear strain on

all activated slip systems (yc) through the average Taylor factor H. Specif-

ically,

(1)

de = Xdyc/M- (2)

s
Y

& = Zdycjii.
0

(3)

The Taylor factor varies with deformation ❑ode. Bishop and Hill
36

showed that

for tension Et is 3.06 and for torsion fitis 1.65.

One can now define a crystallographic effective stress ~nd strain

criterion if’one assumes that microscopically the strain hardening law does

not depend on deformation mode. A specific comparison of torsiou and

tension yields:
35

dy = dyc/fiI

Effective stress-strain definition gives

(4)

(5)

(6)

(7)

For tte Bishop and Hill values of fitand fitthese relations become

6= 1.85 ? and d~ = dy/1.85. This compares with the von Hises criterion

or a = 1.732 r and d; = dy/1.732. Therefore, the crystall ,raphic yield

and flow criterion pr?dicts stress levels * 7 per cent higher than the von

Mises criterion as lor!ga~ th~ Taylor factol remains constant.

be noted here that the Taylor-type aualysis represents an upper

Loliraphicsclution bec~use it assumes that each grain ~.ndergoes

7

It should 31S0

bound crystal-

idtintic~l



deformation. Lower bound solutions based on Sachs’ assumption of equal

stress on each ~rain also ●xist. Most experimental results favor the Taylor

hypothesis, especially where the deformation is constrained.

At strains greater than W.3, crystallographic textures develop and do

so differently for different de “ormationmodes. Hence, the Taylor factors

evolve differently. Predictions of Taylor factors for different deformation

modes have been ❑ade by numerous authors. Most notable are the efforts of

Chin and colleagues
34,37,38

and Gil Sevillano, ‘{anHoutte and .iernoudt.
26,39

Host of the predictions use the Bishop and Hill formalism and the resulting

evolution of Taylor factors with deformation (taken from Reference 26) is shown

in Fig. 17. For axisymnetric deformation the Taylor factor increases sub-

stantially; ❑ore so for tension than for compression. For torsion the Taylor

factor decreases. One can aCain develop a crystallographic effective flow

criterion by using these Taylor factors in eqs. (6) and (7). EqJation (7) now
-.

must be integrated because the ratio (Mt/Ht) is no longe’:constant.

All of the crystallographic analyses mentioned above assume random

initial orientations and do not take account of changing grain shapes during

deformation. The ●ffect of changing grain shapes on crystallographic slip

has recently been examined by Kocks and coworkers.
40-42

They have found that in

some deformation modes elongated grain shapes can relax some of the constraints

on slip and decrease the number of necessary slip syst’ems. Canova, Kocks, and

Jonas42 conducted a complete crystallographic analysis of torsion and predict

the evolution of fit. Their results are cited in abbreviated form by Jonas

et a135 The major difference between their method (called method of relaxed

constraints) and that of Gil Sevillano et al.
26,39

(Bishop and Hill type shown

in Fig. 17) is that Canova et al. predict fitto rise after strains in excess

Cf E = 2. For instance, at an ●ffc~tive strain of ~ 4 they predict MT = 1.68

compared to - 1.5 for Gil Sevillano ●t al. Similar calculations for axi-

symetric deformation are not yet available.

All of the above predictions are made for high stacking fault ●nergy

(SFE) fcc metals; copper and higher. For low SFE metals and alioys deformation

by twiming becomes a complicating factor. Chin et al.
43 44

and van Houtte.

have developed calculational methods to incorporate twinning into the prediction

of Taylor factors. These methods are reviewed in Reference 26 and will not be

discussed here.

R



Texture Experiments

A ve~ large body of literature ●xists on texture measurements of meta”s

and alloys. Those measurements zelevant to current discussions have been

26
reviewed by Gil Sevillano et al. In high SFE metals (copper, nickel, aluminum)

and for axisymoetric extension it is generally fcund that a gtLo~g <111> fiber

texture plus a weaker <100> texture develops. In compression, grain rotaLion

is in the opposite direction resulting in a strong <110> texture. These

textures are generally consistent with the Bishop and Hill predictions and

the chanCes in Taylor factor shown in Fig. 17.

I= low S= metals and alloys the ●mergence of twinning as a deformation

mode has the effect of increasing the <100> component of the axisynanetric

extension texture. A low SFE introduces additional complications of changes

43
in laten~ hardening and deformation faulting (see Chin et al. and van Houtte44).

Experimentally for 70-30 brass the <100> fiber texture becomes much stronger

than the <111> fiber component.
45

1x1compression lc -r SFE results in a

relatively weak <111> component in addition to the strung <110> texture. This

compares to high SFE ❑etals which develop a C1OO> secocdary component.

Gil Sevillan~ et al
39

used a Bishop and Hill analysis to predict shear

textures. F&r high SFE metals they predict an S1 copper-type of two partial

fiber textures; (UW) [liO] and (111) [hkl]. For low SITEmetals the S3 brass

type is similar but with different density distributions. Shear experiments

46,47,48 47,48,49
on copper and aluminum generally confirm the partial fiber

textures. Regenet aridStuwe
48

also found that a (100) [011] is actually the

strongest component. This is predicted by tne method of relaxed constraints

but not by the Bishop md Hill me’:hod. For 70-30 brass Backofen and Hundy
50

approximated the sh~ar texture by three ideal orientations, (111) [112],

(112) [hi], and (110) [001]. Williams47 found similar results except foz some

of the synsnetryassumed by Backofen and Hundy.

Texture Correction to Flow Curves

The torsion flow curves for copper (Fig. 3) are converted to crystal-

lographic ?ffecr.ivestress-strain curves in Fig. 18. The original shear

stress-shear strain curves were cunverted to the crystallographic effective

stress and strain by using eqs. (6) and (7) and the average Taylor factors

9



as a function of strain shown in Fig. 17. Figures 18a and 18b also show the

c~stallographic correction for torsion using the ❑ethod of relaxed con-

straints.
42

It is quite clear that the crystallographic criterion yields

better agreement than the von Mises criteyion at small to moderate strains,

but overeorrects at large strains. The method of relaxed constraints gives

better agreement at large strains, but the shaps of the flow curve is

inconsistent with experiment. Similar corrections are m~de for aluminum and

brass in Figs. 19 and 29. The correcting fcr brass is oniy approximate because

we used the Taylor factors of Fig. 17 which were developed f~x high SFE metals.

These comparisons show that the texture correcticiug●re of the righ2 magnitude.

Unfortunately, they are not conclusive because in ❑ost experiments tension tests

(or other axisymetric deformation modes) were not conducted on the same material

(composition, texture, grain size, etc.) as torsion tests. Also data reduction

in torsion is often questionable. The problems associated with torsion oi solid

bars are discussed in detail by Canova et al.
51

An additional.complication is

that most of the ❑aterials tested possessed sn initial texture and were not

randomly oriented polycrystals as assumed in the Taylor analysis.

The influence of initial texture is demonstrated ic Fig. 7 where the

axial and hnop Cension flow curves differ substantially. The cumes are in

20
qualitative agreement with the initial textures. The plane strain and

torsion curves are in general agreement with ●volving Taylor factors. “The

balanced biaxial tension curve also agrees qualitatively, The lower

hardening zate at larger atrains is consistent with the expected change in

Taylor factors (Fig. 17) because balanced biaxial tension should be equivaien~

to through-thickness compression.

Figure 6 shows the flow curve comparison for bcr iron. Texture predictions

for {110] <111> slip in bcc metals is similar to fcc metals, c~cept axisynxsetric

tension in bcc ❑etals ia equivalent to compression in fcc ❑etals. Therefore,

the predominan~ texture for wire drawings in iron is {110] C1OO>. The shear

texture in Armco iron has been reported by Backofen and Hundy
50

to be principally

(112) [liO] and (110) [li2]. Both of these orientations place a [111] slip

direction along che transverse direction of maximum shear. The ●volution of

Taylor factors is not aa well develoDed for bcc metals. However. sevexal.

author~27,52,53
explain the bcc

G’.lSevillano and Aernoudt
52,53

ing and thst torsion represents

.

results in Figs. 6 and 9 by text.~redevelopment.

claim that ❑ost deformation modes lead to harden-

the wusual cane. They maintain that the torsion

lC



texture pezmits the slip distance to remain unchanged at ❑oderate strains

and @ctually increase at large strains because of dynamic rec~very. Razavi and

Langford27 relate the continued hardening durin~ wire drawing to redundant strain

(curling of grains) necessary to ❑aintain grain compatibility. In strip draw-

ing and torsion, deformation ❑ay be accommodated by cooper~tive rearrangements

15,54
such as shear bonding, leading to a lower hardening rate. Young et al.

55
and Weertman and Hecker have proposed explanations based on substruccurc as

explaine ~below.

The path change experiments (Figs. 13 to 16) provide anothsr comparison

for texture-bas~d hardening predictions. We have determined a partial pole

figure fo: the brass tube in Fig. 14 prestrained in torsion by y ❑ 2.4 (cvM=

1.39). Figure 21 shuws the partial (111) pole figure on the brass tube

along with the rssuits of 3ackofen and Hundy on brass rod for Y = 3.2. These

pole figures show that.the shear deformation aligns {111] planes in (or close

to) the axial direction. The Taylor fantor for an iaeal {111] orientation is

t:iehighest possible and, hence, one would ●xpect the stress required for

plastic flow in axial tension following torsion to be high. Qualitatively this

is what is observed at large prestrains. As mentioned below the tensile data

subsequent to smalk: torsional prestrains is questionable. William#7 showed

that the torsion textures are well developed at strains >0.5. Therefore, we

would expect a “stiff” response followin8 all torsiontilprestrains >0.5. It

is als~ af interest LO note that Williams found that ~he same torsional tuxtures

developed irrespective of original texture. The manifestation of this on flow

behavior has not been investigated.

Compression following torsion in 1100 aluminum is sli,vnin Fig. 15.

Wi.tze149found that the end texture in torsion for aluminum (-ouldbe described

completely by two ideul orientations (112) [110] and (112) [ilO]. Such a

texture aEain makes the axi~l direction “stiff” aud one should exprft.the

flew stress in compression to he greater than th=t for continued tol:siom

We 4ave yet to determine the textures developed in our ~peci.oms.

The results of Sundberg et al.29 (]?ig.13) are very sketchy, For the

56
rr,llingtextuie determined by Hu et al. we \.ouldnot expect su:h a dramatic

difference in rtsponae for tension compared to plane strain compression

follo}-ingrolling. It is quite likely that deformation mechanisms such ao

twinning aud shenr banding mmy control flow and, hence, not agree with a

Taylor-type anaiysis.



Let us now consider the roliing + tension results on 1100 aluminum

shown in Fig. 11. Tensile specimens in the rolling and transverse directions

were tested following various rollinu prestrains. A plot of the ultimte

tensile strengths as a function of rolling prestrain is shown in Fig. 22.

The transverse and rolling direction results are nearly identical, with the

transverse specimens being slightly stronger. A look at rolling textures

(Fig. 23 for two reductions on our material by 0’Rourke57 ●nd Fig. 24 for the

literature result from Hu et al.56) indicates the transverse direction should

be stronger. However, the pole figures suggest that the 45° direction should

be much weaker than either. We have recently repeated the experiments of

Fig. 22 with a different lot of material and tested specimens in all three

directions for prestrains of 1.2 to 4.0. In all casss the rnsponse was essen-

tially identical, with the 45° specimens never being more than 2 percent weaker

than the transverse specimens. -

No texture determinations were performed on the aluminum specimens

deformed unidirectionally and multidirectiunally in Fig. lb We “xpect the

unidirectional specimens to devel”opthe standard [110] fiber teXtUL.ewith a

weaker spread from [llC] to [311]. It is not cle~r what kind of (if any)

texture the multi~lirectioualloading will develop. The substructural

investigations conducted for these experiments will be discussed below.

The comparisons of texture predictions ~nd experiments presented in this

aec~ion show that texture can predict many of the observed macroscopic

hardening responsrs at large strains in a qualitative manner. However, we

are f~r from a complete qunntltative understanding ~~~texture effec~s on

hardenin~. Much more effort is required to conduct gr:odsystematic ●x-

periment~ for different deformation modes where textures arc mensured as

iIfunction of deformation a[ldrepresented quantitrntivelyby crystallite

58-61
orientation distribution funcciono. Ac the same time more detailed prc-

42
dlctiona (of the type of Canovn, Kocks, nnd Jonas ) of texture evolution and

its effect on the flow curve are needed for a variety of deformation modes.

HICROSTRUCTURAL AND SUBSTRUCTURE.LEFFECTS

We expect that it:a complete description of strnin hardeninR texture

i~ only one of scvernl important factorn. Other microatructurul and

oubtit,ructuralteatures often play mI important role. These may include



SO~Ute atomst precipitate~~ second phases or particles} twins? and disl-ocation

structures such as cells, subgrains or ❑icrobands. The relationship

between the flow stress and these microstructural features has been studied

●xtensively at small strains. At large strains there have been few systematic

studies. The recent literature is reviewed by GVA.
26 In thig section

cor;centrateon the ●ffects of solutes and dislocation substructures in

metals and alloys.

Effect of Purity (Solutes) on Hardening

we will

f~~

A careful review of the large str in literature shows the ~,mportant

L
effect of purity or solute hardening. Figure 25 shows a collection of

flow curves for aluminum with different purities and dilu:e all~ying

additions. The results clearly show that high-purity aluminum tends to
65

saturate at low stress levels (note that the torsion curve of Luthy et al.

is for -20°C). Low-purity or alloyed aluminum exhibits continued hardening

to large strains. The results for copper shown in Fig. 26 are similar.

Most of the literature data for fcc metals support the observation that

high purity leads to saturation regardless of defornmtion ❑ode. Further-

more, the effect o? small amounts of solutes on the flow stress and hardening

rare is substantial as shown in Figs. 25 and ?6, The flow curves for a number

of fcc metalr of commerci~l purity in I?igi27 show thut continued hardening

at Lurge strains is very common. Little data are available for purity effects

in ,lli~vfi.We expect.these effects to be lC$S dramitticand overshadowed by

the solutr ●ffects from the intentional ulloying elements.

Solutes affect hardening at lar’;estrains principally by retarding

dyni]micrecovery processes, thereby offsetting the balance between disloca’.fon

gcneratLon and annihilation required for steady state nnd saturation. A

quantitative .lescriptionof the solute-dislocation interactions at large

strains has not been dekelnped. In a qualitative sense it is easily recognized

th~t solutes will hinder th.-cross slip or cllmb processes required for

dynamic recovery. The nngnitude of the lari~esolute effects at lorge strains

had not been previously recognized. Kocks7’”presents some new aspects of solute

hardening in this volume.

The effects of qolutes on texture development have not been sorted out

in detaii. I[owcver,there are a num,oerof referenccn h the lA.tccnturetiuch
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as that of Backofen which indicate that small solute differences ha{:?little

72
effect on texture development. On the other hand, Ridha and Hutchins’?n

showed that significant textural effects upon annealing can be caused ~y small

changes in chemistry.

Alloying to form precipitates, dispersed particles, or large incluslon

particles can have drdmatic effects on the flow curve. These range from

flow softening in some A1-CU alloys
73

to a fiber reinforcing ●ffect in high

74 ‘1
sulfur steels. i

i

Evolution of S’lbstruct.ure
i

At small strains the evolution of Gislo:ation substructure depends on

crystal structure and SFE in addition to the imposed parameters of tem-

perature and strain rate. At low homologous temperatures (T/Tin< 0.4) fcc

metals with a high SF% and bcc metals form well developed dislocation cell

structures, whereas fcc metals and alloys with a low SFE tend to form planar

dislocation arrangements that typically lead to higher strain hardening

rates, A complete description of how substructure evolves at large strain:

is not.yet available. Only in recent years have investigators performed

multi-surface transmission electron microscopy. This is particularly

important and difficult for the case of rolling and other deformation

modes where one specimen dimension becomes very small at large strains.

The most complete studies of deformation substructure have been carried out

75-78 66,69,79-83.
on pearlitic steels and copper and it iIlloys. Many of these

26
results are reviewed by GVA. Fewer studies have been conducted on high WE

metals. We will use our work on commercial purity aluminum and nickel to

illustrate some of the important substructural developments.

Our experiments on 1100 aluminum involved prestraining by rolling at

room temperature (T/T ❑ 0.32) and subsequently testing in tension.
m

(Rolled

sheets were immersed in cold t~p water ismnediatelyafter rolling to keep the

tempernthre rise to a min+mum.) The flow curves shown in Figs. 3 and 25 show

cnntilluedhardening. Specimens for transmission electron microscopy (TEtl)were

prcp~red from rolled sheet of many different prestrain levels. Most of the TEM

observations to date were mnde throllghthe sheet surface. Fig e 28 shows n

series of TEM micrographs at different strain I.evels. Ull cunntely, to date we



have examined specimens from only two prestrain levels in the other two direc-

tions (ed~e-on in the rolling direction and edge-on in the transverse direction),

Tt,ethinning techniques for such specimens have been Iescribed by Rohr and

!iecker.
84

We will use the through-surface observations first to explain the

general substructural ●volition. Figure 28a shows that by a strain of 0.11

a definite dislocation cell network has developed. With increasing defor-

❑ation this cell network decreases in size and the cell boundaries sharpen up.

By a strain level of 0.211 we find distinct evidence of dynamic recovery (Fig.

28b). Many of the cell boundaries have recovered into higher disorientation .

subgraix.boundaries that ●xhibit a distinct boundary contrast instead of the

dislocation character of cell walls. With continued deformation we find

th~t more and more of the sLructure takes on a =ecovered appearance. However,

new cells appear to be created within the newly recovered subgrains. Both

cells and subgrains continue to become smaller up to strain levels of * 2.

Beyond this strain level, we find little change in the dimensions of through

surface cells ~nd subgrains. Ihe substructural dimensions were measured

statistically (many hundreds per strain level) and are shown in Fig. 29.

At very large strains the substructure was predominantly of subgrain character.

We also measured the avernge disorientation of cells and subgrains in the TEM

~ield of view (~ 2 pm diameter) and found that the misorlentation increased

continuously with strain, averaging N 10 degrees at a strain of 6.

As expected, the through-surface observations are only of limited value

because they do not reflect the most important structural feutures. TEPl

micrographs of the two edge-on observations are shown in Fig. 30 and 31.

At :1strain of 1.0 we found a cell/subgrain structllreof elongated ribbon

shape with distinct evidence of mirrosc~pic shear bands (which we will call

microbnnds). Microband~ were limited to single grains and were observed only

occasionally. The sLructure at a strain of 2.3 is well developed inCo u rlbbon-

like suh~rain and cell structure aa shown in the bright field/dark field

microgrnphs of Fig. 31. We found no evidence of microbanda at this strain

level. The substructural dimensions are shown in Fig. 29 tilon~with those

taken Erom the through-surface observntiocs. We also show ;Iuextrnpolatlon of

cell nnd subgrain sizes Lo zero strnin and draw a line that represents the

imposed geometrical shupe chun~e. The experimental,result:;indicate that at

small strains both cells ~nd subgrain:~are reducrd in SA.ZCmore rapidly than Lhr

15



imposed shape change. This demonstrates that new cells and subgraina are being

formed continuously. At large strains we have no ●dge-on measurements.

Similar results were obtained previously by Schuh and von Heimendahl
85

on higher pu:ity aluminum (99.98% Al). Again no ●dge-on measurements are

available beyond a strain level of 1.2. However, their in-plane substructure

dimensions appeared to saturate at dl 1%1.1 pm and dt = 0.7 pm (see Ref. 26).

They did not try to distinguish between cells and subgrains, and hence a direct

collparisonto our data is not conclusive.

The ease and ●xtent of dynamic recoveq in aluminum was somewhat sur-

prising, Therefore, we conducted similar experiments on commercially-pure

nickel (Nickel 200) at

homologous temperature

a high SFE metal. The

Fig. 27. Transmission

70
room temperature. This represents a ❑uch lower

(0.16 for Ni and f).32for Al) while SSlll working with

flow cume resulting from R+T ●xperiments is shown in

microscopy observations were reported by Zinmer et

al“70
. The general ●volution of substructure is similar to thnt found for

aluminum. However, the dislocation cell structures dominate to ❑uch larger

strains. Dynamic recovery does occur with subgrains being quite distinct

at a strain of 1.6. We also found ●violenceof !aicAob&.“n hi izr~rm,.liate

strain levels (* 1.6) antino microbandsiat ve~ large strains. The results

70
of 2immer et al. are shown in Fig. 32 along with one large strain edge-

86
on measurement msde since then. The TEIImicrographs for this n~ra:n Level

are shown in Fig. 33. The evidence for substantial dynamic recover’]and

subfirainsis clear.

In nickel the substructural dimensions ccntinue to decreasr with strain.

We UISO find a continued increaoe in flow stress (Fig. 27). We are still

puzzled by the rapid increaoe in hardening at strains - 4, Iu our previous

70
~naly~is we suspected the possible influence of grain size st large strains

26
proposed by GVA. Their idena ore represented in Fig. 34. They observed

that the decrease in grain size dictated by the geometric nhape change is

more rapid than the decrease in substructural dimensions obxervcd in the

literature. Hence, at large strains it is possible that grain boundrnrier

may again play an important role in hardening. The mont recent re~ults

on nickel (Fig. 32) are not consistent with the hardening transition at

a strain of 4. One must now question the generally accepted obtiervntion

of u saturation in aubs~ructural dimensions at lmr~e strains. To our

16



knowledge, the nickel results in Fig. 32 represent the largest strains at

which edge-on measurements were made and they do not show saturation.

The substructure of heavily cold rolled and lcw SFE copper alloys has

been studied ●xtensively.66,69,79-83 Hatherly and Malin
82

found that microbands

fcrm at strains as low as 0.2 in copper. Hicrobands are long thin sheet-like

features that form on {111) planes amidst a well developed cell structure

(see Fig. 35). With continued deformation they cluster together ●nd become

parallel to ~he rolling plane. Shear banda develop at larger strains and

dynamic recrystallization has been observed at ve~y large straina.
66

In lawer

SFE copper alloys stacking faults and fine twins develop at low strain levels.

In 70-30 brass twins cluster together to form banded regions, but by a

strain of 0.4 ❑ost graind are uniformly twinned and shear banda begin to

develop,
82

The first shear bands develop in the grains that are most profusely

twinned. Macroscopic shear banda that cut across the full sheet thickness

and are ‘N35° to the rolling plane eventually develop. The exact role of

microbands, twins, and shear bands in accommodating the imposed shape change

and in controlling the flow stress has not yet been determined. From our work

80-83
on aluminum and nickel and the work P: Hatherlyl Malin and coworkers

we have drawn up a suaaaaryof microatructural observations in Table III.

Relationship Between Substructure and Flow Stress

The relationship between substructural feotures and Flow stress is not

well understood. A Hall-Petch type of relation (u = u~ + kd-m where u is

‘87-89
a friction Ytress and k a strength uonstane) is geuerally acknowledged.

There is still much controversy over the exponent m. It appears that m = 1

is well accepted where d represents dislocutio~lcells. However, for re-

88
covered suhRrains a vnlue of m = 1/2 is ofte:lfound. For the caue of cold

worked ~lumiuom both cells and sul)MraLufiarr present. A detailed correlation

between flow stress and th~ suhntrllcturalfentures shown in Fig. 2!/is no’ yet

po~tiiblebecnuse insufficient through-thicknc%s measurements exist. However,

preliminary attempLs I.ndicntethat at large strains th,!miaorientation acroas

15
suhgrain boundaries nrctlsto be Lncorpornte(l. ArmstronR rt al. also found

th:itthey were uhlc to corrcl;lteflow gtrcgnes iIlUnilllrcctlonalvs multi-

directiunnl.t“omprrxs~onhy Sepnrntcly LncludinK tllcdensity of ~lislocutiorl

tangles, cell *ize, mildsub~rmin size multiplied by tl]esquare root of the

1?



misorientation. The complex behavior of nickel (Fi~. 27) has not yet been

explained.

The ●ven more complicated bahavior resulting from changes in deformation

mode has not been studied extensively by ●lectron microscopy. Detailed

30,90
investigations such as those performed in fatigue studies are in order.

Weer*~n aEd Hecker
55

have recently propomed a p~ssible explanation for the

difference in strain hardening at very large plastic strains for torsion

compared to axis~etric deformation. It is shown that in torsion deformation

ia accommodated principally by dislocation of the same Burgers vector (of

opposite sign) whereas axis~etric defamation requj.resdislocations from

sever~l different slip systems. In torsion this results from the evolution

of a texture that has the predominant slip planes sharing the same slip

direction (tangential to the specimen surface). Because th~ dislocations

tend to cll~ into cell walls the torsion case leads to ●asier amihilation

and hence on earlier approach to steady state (saturation). This behsvior

is particularly dramatic for iron (Fig. 6), but also ●ppsars to hol~.ifor most

fcc met~’s and alloys.

We are convinced that a true correlation of flow stress with micro-

structural features ‘fillneed to include both texture aud subst.ruct~re.

AL mentioued above ❑ore systematic ●xperiments are required to sort out

the texture hardening contribution. The ❑odeling of text’me evolution by

the method of relaxed constraints (Canova, l(ockII,and Jonas42) holds great

promise. However, careful ●xperiments are Lcquired in which textures ●re

maasured as a function of deformation, converted to cqstallite orientation

distribution functions, and related to flow stress through a Taylor-type

analynia. To masese the proper role of substructure more through-chicknesa

mensurementc of substructural dimensions ●re required. Also one must examine

the objcctjona rained by Truckner and Hikkola
67

about TEllmeasurements and

evaluate the benefitn of their X-ray Line broadening measurements.

Some Propertied of Heavily Cold Worked Metals

Residual Elongation after Rolling

In our work on commercially

the flow strews as determind by

pure aluminum and nickel we found that

●ubtiequcuttankile tanta increanad with

18



increasing prestrain. One would ●xpect the re%idual ●longation in tension

following rolling to decrease with increasing prestrain. The rolling

experiments were conducted to provide specimens of identical thickness af~,er

different amounts of prestraifito avoid potential complications from thickness

●ffects. This was accomplished by first reducing the original aluminum bar

to different starting thicknesses, annealing at 343°C for one hour, followed by

rolling to final thickness. (The starting gr{ia sizes of all specimens prepar~d

this way were similar). For th~ case of aluminum we produced specimens of two

different final thick~ssses, 0.127 m and 0.635 nmI. The results for alumnum and

nickel are shown in Fig. 26 and 37.

As ●xpected both uniform and total elongations drop rapidly with increasing

prestrain. In aluminum, the total elongation increases for both thicknesses at

large strains. The uniform elongation definitely increases for the 0.127 m

sheet but appears consthnt for the O 635 m sheet. However, the prescrain levels

for the thicker sheets were lower. In nickel, both uniform and total elon-

gations decrease rapidly, remain constant, and then increase at strain level~

> 4. This is most intriguing since the flow stress also int-rc~sesdramatically

at these strain levels (Fix. 27). In fact the combinations of strerlgth

levels and total elongation for the wry large prestrai.s (250 MPa and 4%

for aluminum, and 1400 HPa and 5% for nickel) are remarkable.

The rapid decrease in tensile ●longation after rolljng is easily under-

stood by r!’ferringto Fig. 38. It is well known that tensile instability

will.occur when dU/dc = O. Figure 38 shows the curve for o and 6 = (da/d&)

IS iIfunction of strain. They cross at the point where tensile instability

is observed in an annealed specimen (& * 0.25). As shown, the flow stress can

be increa~ed much beyond :he tensile ultimate strength by rolling prest.rain.

However, the intrinsic hardening ~~t.c(du/d&) de~L~a6e~. For ~he prestrain

of 2.3 (!)0percent rolling reduction] chosen in Fig. 38 we demonstrate how

the flow stress has been incrensed much ;tl,ovethe level that could be supported

by the intrinsic hardening rate. Hence, a tensile specimen shok~ldgo unstable

insnediatelyupon yielding and little tensile elongation is to tieexpected.

The actual tensile loading response is shown in Fig. 39. ‘lheprestrained

tensile specimen does not exhibit completely elastic loading followed by an

abrupt plust-ictransition to the mnstr[ flow curvp. Infltead,chr flow curve

i~ somr’whutrolnwledas :~m]wnin Fig. 39. This more grndunl yiel(lingresults

from n generalized Dnuschingec effrct (tension following rolling) and from

19



any dynamic recovery during the rolling process. As a result, the hardening

rate 6 is initially increased ●normously arxipesmits some uniform plastic flow

befo~e instability. However, as shown by ths curve ~+ (ICL’ tsnsion) in Fig. 39,

the hardening rate decreases very rapidly t’.Gwards0~ (for the master flow curve

in rolling) and very little stable flow nccurs. We pr~pos= that the increase

ia elongation at very larg~ prestrains results primarily from t.’emore complete

dynamic recovery at large strain:,. Dynamic recovery allows the tefisileflow

curve to bend over gradually increasing Ot and the tensile unifo:.melongation.

An additional factor jucreai;ingthe total elongation K.’ybe an increase in

strain rate sensitivity with prestrain. A f~w prcliuina~ tests showed that

prestraiued aluminum

Biaxial Ductility of

was more rate sensitive than annealed -aluminum.

Cold Worked Metals

Biaxial ductility or resistance to local necking can be characterized

by failure (or forming) limit curves (FLCS).91 H~ck-rg2 previously reported the

influence of prior cold work (by rolling) on the “FLCSof i100 aluminum. The

results are shown in Fig. 40 for several prestrain levels. It is quite

apparent that prestrain lowers tbe ductiiity uuch more in tension aud plane

strain (e
2
= O) than in biaxial tension. In fact, the local necking strains

of 32 x 32 percen,tfor 90 percent cold rolled alununum are remarkable. We

can now ●xplain this behavior based on the largr.-strainresults discussed above,

The flow curve of Fig. 39 demonstrates unequivocally that 1100 aluminum still

possesses substantial intriasic ductility after 90 percent prestrain because of

continued work hardening to strain levels of at least seven. As ●xplained above

the lack of tensile ductility following prestrain is strictly a problem of

deometric instability in uniaxial tension. ‘Theplane strain behsvior suffers

similarly. However, in biaxial tension of sheet (either hydraulic bulging or

93
punch stretchi~g) thc:reis added geometric stability (see Ghosh and Hecker

and Stout and Hecke?4) and, hence, the material is ablt to take better

advantage of its intrinsic hardening and exhibit much greater ductility.

The intrinsic hardening behavior at large strains is very important.

For instance, if a material exhibi~u no hmrdeniug at large strain$ (saturation),

then wry little additional ductility would be ●xpected even for t~laxialdefor-

mntior,, The ;.mportanceof the intrinsic harde:lingcurve at large strains was

20



95
demonstrated convincingly by Bird and Duncan in

1008 steel, 1100 Al and 2036-T4 Al. The FLCS for

determined by Hecker91are shown in Fig. 41. The

comparing the behavior of

these two materials as

strain hardening rates

(n-value from ~ = k&n) in uniaxial tension were between 0.21 and 0.26 for

all three materials. The low FLC for 2036-T4 Al was explained on the basis

of its negative strain rate sensitivity (m-value of -0.005 from u = k’tm).

However, steel has a positive rate sensitivity of m = 0.012 whereas 1100

aluminum is rate insensitive and, hence, the FLC for steel should be higher.

gird and Duncaag5 showed tliatstrain hardening at large strains provides

the answer. Figure ~ WC’Sthe hardening rate normalized with respect

to stress during hi.. ~sion95 (hydrauiic bulging). At strains greater

than the lev(~lwhere i = 1 (beyond uniform straiu in tension), the harden-
U aE

lng rates for the three ❑aterials differ substantially. The higher rate in

1100 Al apparea,tlyoffsets the zero strain r~~tesensitivity m ths failure

limit cume behavior.

We have shown sufficient

torsion can not be correlated

CONCLUDING RE1’lARE3

●violenceto demonstrate that strain hardening in

with axisymmetric deformation by the von Aises

effective strezs strain criterion. In fcc materials, the flow stress levels

anclstrain harkening rates are typically lower in torsion and saturation,

‘~ it occurs, is observed at lower stress levels, In bcc iron, a low sat-

uration stress is observed for torsion, whereas iinear liarde.ing is observed

for axisynsnetric●x’.ension. Experiments also suggest that flow stress levels

and strain hardening rates ar~ also low for other plane s:rain deformation

modes when compared to axisynnnetricdeformation.

Much of the discrepancy in flow curves can be explained by texture. We

demonstrated that a crystallographic effective stress-strain criterion

based on ●volving average Taylor factors provides the proper magnitude

correction fcr torsional flow curves in fcc materials. However, the details

of the hardening behavior are not fully explained. This is, in part, a

result of inadequate systematic experimental work at large strains. The

crystallographic analysis must also be extended to predict the response of

initially anisotropic materiaLs and account for grain shape changes as was

done for torsion by Canova, Kocks, and Jonas.
42
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The simple crystallographic afialysispresented here a*~o does not fully

explain che hardening response fbllowing deformation path changes and Multi-

directional loading. Moreover, the strong effects of purity and grain size

(discussed in Ref. 8) suggest an important ❑icrostructural dependence of

hardening in addition to the texture effect. tfuchremains ta be learned

about the evolution of subst~uctuxe and the influence of cells, subgrains,

afidsubstructural features such as microbands, twins, shear bands on hardeu-

i.ng. Additional three-surface transmission electron ❑icroscopy at very large

deformations is needed.
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Test Technique

Dizect Tests———
Uniaxisl Tension

B~.axialTeasior,

(IlydraulicBkl.ge)

(Tubu Testizg)

compression

Torsion

Thin-w~tlled tubes

Round Solid Bars

~ ain Limits Comments

<0.5 Plastic Instability

1 to 1.5 Necking Correction

<()./3 Plastic Instability

<0.4 Plastic Instability ‘

CO.7 Barreling

3t04 Remachining

<0.2 Buckling

2tos Ve~ Short Tubes

2tos Limited by Ductility

Indirect Tests

Wire Drawing + Tension 10

Strip Drswing + Tension 4

Rolling + Tension 7

+ Plane’Strain Compression 7

Table 1. Large strain test techniques and their llmitxtions.
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Phenomenological Models:

Hollomen (parabolic) .............. U=

Ludwik ................● ........., a=

swift .,.....,.................... a=

Vote ............................. a=

Flodified Voce .................... u=

(Hockett-Sherby)

Kocks Model ........................... e=

- where 9 ❑

Kgn

a. + K’E*’

K2(C + CO)*2

a~-(a~-uo)exp(-Nc)

a*-(u~-aG]exp(-N’cp)

eo(l - ;)

g
I

s

dc :, T

TABMI1 Stress-stratirelations based on empiric;l (phenomeno-

‘ logical) and theoretical (Kock#) conaideratione. The J’oceand Kocks

relations predict satura~ion.
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TABIJ? 111. S- ry of Subscruccural EvoluciooforSeveral fcc Metals ad Alloys

t

m nickel

82
Opper

I

I70-30 Brass’z

0.32

0.17

0.22

0.2

II

m“
(ersdti2?

166

128

—.

1,..

Imw Scrmins (<;.3)

Dislocation tan:les,

CE1l net~rk by E=O.1.

Dislocation caoglea,

celi necwrk by f-O.1,

■icroboda ●videot by

0.2.

Slio by Prttils,

developpl~nardislo-

cation array, followi

by ●icrobsnds.

Fkxferate Scraing (<2.3)

Cells end aubgraiom de-

creese in size, new ones

form, scae evidence of

●icrobadm in d~e-on

Seccion

Cells decreame in ●ixe,

definiterao-eryat
c>lwithdistinctsu~
~ralmh~arle~. Cell-
ad .ubgrainn cooti~e

todecrease. Structure
looks ribkn like. S-e

evidence of microlud9.

MfcrobeAs along (ill],

rotate towards rolling

plane, neu ■icrobadm

form . Mch of deformm-

tioo•pp~r~by■icro-
Oad mechani9.Kacro
●lbeartundafo~ ●t
~>1

At stralos of 0.5 to 1.3
twiooing is major defomt

tion wale observed, tuinn

form ad rotate to align
,

I
with rolling phne, by

c-1.6 ~st of VOhIDS is

twtimd.

. . .

krga Straioa (>2.3)

Structure looks very reca

●rd, rnre sabgrains tfun

cells, miaorienta[ion be-

cveen wdbgrains continues

to Iocreaee, No dge-on

abotructure dimensions

availabie. Only rx2cacion

●l ■icrohrd at E-2.3.

Cbntimed raovery, cells

●nd su~rainm cootinue to

d~reese in size (edge+n

No evidence of ¤icro~~mle

or sheerbands.

Shear bamis ●ss-e drnl-

nenc role II. deforuclon,

dynamic recovery occurs

ktting ●d corkers’””

found evidence of dynamic

recrystallization ●t very

large (Zk) ●tzaina.

Extensive macro shear

bandlq, Mpeclelly in

twiond ●reas, mubgrains

form in rehear bard mress

●d ●Sein deform by ●lip.
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(111) pole figure for 95 per cent rolled (true thickness strain of

3) 1100 aluminum from Hu et al.
56

Positions for (111) poles for

ideal orientations are indicated by open triangle for (123) [1~11,

solid triangel for (110) [112], and half-filled triangle for (112)

[lIi]. Intensities are given in arbitrary units.

Von Mises effective stress-strain curves for aluminum of different

62-65
purities and several dilute alloys. WI)+ T denotes wire

drawing followed by tension; R i-T, rolling plus tension; and TOR,

torsion.

Von Hiseti●ffective stress-strain curves for copper of different

66-69
purities. C denotes compression.
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Fig. 27. Von Mises effective stress-strain curves for a number of fcc metals

66,69,70
of commercial purity. Ali curves are for rolling + tension.

Fig. 28. Transmission electron micr>graphs of cold-rolled 1100 aluminum

taken through the sheet surface for different strain levels.

(a) 0.11, (b) 0.28, (c) 0.71, (d) 1.49, (e) 4.07, and (f) 6.2.

Fig. 29. TEM measurements of substructure dimensions on cold-rolled 1100

aluminum. (a) llea~urementsfor dislocation cells and (b) subgrains

showing distinct bou.nda~ contrast. dl represents the substructure

dimension in the rolling direction, dt in the transverse direction,

and dn in the through-thickness (normal) direction. d = di exp
c

represents the imposed shape change on some initial diameter,

d..
1

Fig. 30. Edge-on TEH ❑icrographs of 1100 aluminum cold rolled to a true

thickness strain of 1. Micron markers are in the rolling dirertion

for the two different ❑agnifications shown. Note the microbands

at % 35° to the ribbon-shaped subgrains aligned in rolling direction.

Fig. 31. Edge-on TIW micrographs of 1100 aluminum cold rolled to a true

thickness strain of 2.3. (a) Bright fieldldark field pair edge-on

along rolling direction.

(b) Bright field/dark field pair edge-on transverse to rolling

direction.

Fig. 32. TEM measurements of substructure dimensions on cold-rolled 200

nickel. (a) Measurements for dislocation cells and (b) subgrains.

dl rcpreser,tssubstructure dimension in the rolling directiorl,

dt in the transverse direction, and da in the through-thickness

(normal) directjun.

Fig. 33. Bright field/dark field pair of ‘rEt!micrographs on cold-rolled 200

nickel (true thickness s~rain of 5.14) taken Age-fin.

Rolli.lgIIirectionis in the direction ot’the micron marke. ,
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Fig.zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBA34.

Fig. 35.

Fig. 36.

Fig. 37.

Fig. 38.

Fig. 39.

Fig. 40.

Fig. 41.

Fi~. 42.

The potential role of grain and substructure sizes in controlling

the flow stress. The dashed diagonal line represents the imposed

decrease in transverse grain size by the external shape changes

due to rolling. The solid cu~e for cells and subgrains is

schematic.

EM micrograph

Beam direction

82
of 18% cold rolled copper from Malin and Hatherly.

approximately [iio]; diffraction vector (g), [l~i].

Residual ●longation in tension fc4110wingrolling prestrain for

11OCIaluminum. (a) Sheets rolled to a final Lhickness of 0.635 m.

RX)refers to specimen in rolling direction and TD in transverse

direction.

(b) Sheets rolled to a final thickness of 0.127 am. RD and TD

results are averaged.

Residual ●longation in tension following rolling prestrain for

200 nickel.

Stress-strain curve and hardening rate ((3)for 1100 aluminum.

Dashed curve labelled T represents uniaxial tcnsl I on

annealed material. The tune at true thickness strain of 2.3

represents tension foll:>winga prestrain of 2.3.

Enlargement of Fig. 38 near the prestrain level of 2.3. Subscript

R refers to rolling curve and t to subsequent tension. The solid

at curve reprsseats the engineering stress-strain curve. True

stress-strain behavior is labelled True U.

Failure limit curves of 1100 aluminum for i~nnealed

condition. Failure is defined by local necking.

is 0.635 ma. (Reference 92).

Failure limit curves of three materials from Refs.

Failure is defined by local necking.

and cold-rolled

Sheet thickness

!31 and 92.

l[urllenin~rate normalized by stress as a function of strain for

hydraulic bulge te~ts from Bird anJ Duncan.
95
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